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Abstract. A time-optimal solution to the firing-squad-synchronization-problem of n-dimensional 
rectangles with the general at an arbitrary position is presented. The solution uses one-dimensional 
time-optimal fssp algorithms which have a symmetrical transition function and use as few states 
as the best known non-symmetrical transition functions. The ndimensional case is demonstrated 
for n = 2, and the straightforward generalization to larger n is outlined. 
1. Introduction 
The firing-squad-synchronization-problem (short fssp) given by Myhill according 
to Moore [3] is originally as follows: 
Consider an arbitrary long but finite row of undistinguishable finite-state machines 
called cells each connected to its immediate two neighbors. They change states 
simultaneously at discrete time steps where the new state z’ of a cell is determined 
by the transition function a: 
ze denotes the state of the left neighbor, zc the state of the cell itself, and tr the 
state of its right neighbor. If a cell is at the end of the row, and has therefore only 
one neighbor, *, which is not a member of the state alphabet, is used as the “state” 
of the other “neighbor”. 
At time to = 0 all cells except one: - the general - are in state z called quiescent 
state. The quiescent state has the property 
f = a(2, 2,~) = a(*, Z, 2) = a(z, Z, *). 
The general, one of the cells at the end of the row, has the initial state g. 
The transition function a should be designed so that there exists a time tf, ff B fo, 
at w;?ich all ce!“s change into a state f (the firing state) which none of them has 
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assumed before (between fo and tf), and of course 6~ should not be dependent on 
the rxunber of cells in the row, 
Two other objectives to keep in mind when designing dare 
-the algorithm should work time-optimal, 
-the state space should be as small as possible. 
The solution from Balzer [I] was time-optimal and used finite-state machines 
with b states. A small disadvantage of his solution is that the cells have to “know” 
in advgrrce at which end of the row the general is positioned. 
TbLe generalization of the original problem to allow the general to be at an 
arbitraq place in the row, was solved by Moore and L,angdon [4] as well as by 
Varshavsky et al, [8]. The latter solution needs finite-state machines with 10 states 
which is still the smallest knower number of states needed for a time-optimal solution. 
A gerreralization to special cases in two- and three-dimensional space was done 
by Shin&r [5]. Two-dimensional rxtangles and three-dimensional cubes both with 
the general in R corner were synchronized ina time-optimal way. 
For the one-dimensional case with the general at the end of the row, Herman 
[2] offered 8 solution for cells that cannot distinguish between right and left (a is 
symmefirical). His solution is not time-optimal and uses 10 states, 
In Saasvcrinski [7]one can find the presentation of a time-optimal symmetrical 
solution for the one-dimensional case using &state machines when the general is 
at the end of the row and 1%state machines when his position is arbitrary. 
This transition function (see Table 1) which is basically described in Section 2 
is also used for the solution of the e-dimensional case. In Section 3 the two- 
dimensional case is described, whose straightforward generalization to n- 
dimensional rectangular aTtrays i outlined in Section 4. Finally in Section 5 it is 
proven that the presented algorithm is indeed time-optimal. 
The basic principal of the solution of the one-dimensional fssp is iteratively 
halving the row of cells and making the cells in the middle to generals. When all 
of them are generals the row fires. Let us fir:.:t consider the case with the general 
at one end of the row (spy at the left), The state space for the automata is: 
tith the following meaning far the symbols; g (general), z (quiescent state), u 
(alsignal?, t:(b*ignal), I( rail:nal), p, q (markers), f (firing-state). 
In Table 1 the transition fL:nction is in detail defined (* is the border-marker). 
Here folfom a short description, 
The algorithm star& with the general sending out an a-signal to the other end 
of the row, which runs with unit speed. In alternation the a-signal 1s fo!!qwed by 
p or r, The &gnal travels back with unit speed. So every two stqB the z signal 
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Table 1 
Transition functior;l for a one-dim fssp algorithm with general at arbitrary position 
F_ - -.pp, as.-. 
neighbor own state neighbor own state 
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The next state of a cell is determined by tire column supcrscri’sed with its present tate and the row 
which begins with the states of its two neighbors. If for example a ct.U is in aitatv i he left neighbor 
is In state r, and i@ right t eighbor is in state b then its new state p can be fwnd h the line beginning 
with “br” in the third coltrnn, 
The table also contains the transition function for an &state wluti+ vn of tb fssp w:th the general at 
one end of the line. Just delerti the columns and f DWS belonging to c( and m, arl rlelek ;rll the occurrences 
of d and m in the remaining table, 
sends back an raignal. When the first r-signal hits the general, ah-signal is generated 
which moves one step fororard whenever hit by an r-signal. 
When the a-signal reaches the end of the row, it h&e &t l-ack exactly the number 
of r-signals needed to bring the first b-signal to the midi ic Jf the row* To mark 
the $9 9, ?i~, . . . part of the row (viewed from the feft etld). each &signal allowt 
every second 4gnal to pass which positions bcsignala at i.her;e places. 
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When the a-signal reaches the other end of the t-ow the last cell becomes a 
general. This general immediately sends back an u-signal which behaves like the 
first one thr,is# evoking &signals from this general which follow it. Using the state 
of the cell in front of this new a-sig,sal at its first step (p or z), it can be determined 
whether the length of the row was odd or even. This information is carried by this 
a=signal showing “odd” if it is immediately followed by p or r, and “even” if it is 
followed immedlateiy by a z and then by p or P. When the a-signal reaches the b 
in the middle, this b-cell (cell in state b) becomes a general, and if the a was 
followed by a t (even length) also the a-cell becomes a general. The b-signals 
which follow the second lz-signal are positioned by the r-signals at position & i, 
L lb0 l ” viewed from the right end of the row. 
The middle cell(s) - now general(s) - send(s) out u-signals into both directions, 
and the same algorithm repeats itself. At the time when an a-signal reaches the 
neighbor of the general at the left end, all cells are middle cells, and every cell 
now has two generals (or a general and a border-marker) as its two neighbors. The 
next step is the change of all cells into the firing state f: The t btal time needed is 
thus 2n -2, where n is the number of cell; of the row. 
The case with the general at an arbitrary initial poisition is quite similar. The 
state space is extended to F10 with 
where m is the state of tld initial general and is used for some otner purposes too, 
and d is a b-signal which carries also the information “even”. 
The general sends out one u-signal into each direction. If it is at the end of the 
row m changes at the same time into g, and the algorithm is exactly the one just 
described. Otherwise the r-signals both u-signals send out meet at the generals 
position and eliminate each other. The u-signal with the shorter way to the end of 
the row returns first (carrying the information whether its way-length was odd or 
even) and changes into a b- or d-signal at the generals position which is moved 
forward only by the r-signals of the other u-signal. The information “odd” or 
,‘even” is carried by b (odd) or d (even). 
This b-(d- jsignal is moved to the middle, and when it meets there with the 
returning other ~1 -signal, according to both’s information of “odd” and “even” one 
or two middle cc: 11s becl?me general (g), and the algorithm continues like the first 
one. 
If k is the nulnber off the ceY of the general (counted from the closest border 
ceil), then the time for synchroniza+.ion s 2n - k - 1 (the time needed for the u-signal 
with the :‘onger way to the end to i his end and back to the other end). 
Both transition functions have been tested successfully for all cases with row 
length sfiorte*r than 100 using the simulation system for cellular automata SICELA, 
The earlier version of SICELA is described by Vollmar [9] and the extended version 
by Szwerinski [6]. 
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3. The solu&isn for the two-dimensional case 
3.1. The state space 
The state space is a cross-product of five components: A x A x C x C x S where 
A I= (2, a, h d, r, q, p, m, g, f) = FIO, 
C := {e, n, c, k, i, j, u, v), 
S :== {hh, hv, vh, vv}. 
A is the alphabet of the one-dimensional cellular automaton solving the Essp with 
the general at an arbitrary place and the transition function of Table 1. C is called 
the control alphabet. It is used for auxiliary purposes. S is the alpll$Abet of the 
so-called statuswords. 
The first two components of a state are called A-components, tie third and 
fourth C-components, and the fifth component is called the statusword. 
(*, *, n, n, hv) is the state of those cells that do not belong to th$ rectangular 
squad, but surround it (border-markers). (z, 2, n, n, hv) is the quiescent state 
(m, m, k, k, hv) is the state of the general, and (f, f, nz, n, vh) is the firing state. 
The size of the array is m x n with natural numbers m, IE one of which is at least 
greater than 1. The position of the general is (r, s) where r s $( m + 1) and s G $2 + 1). 
These constraints for r and s are only to make the time estimation easier to read. 
Because the algorithm is independent from the coordinate system used to refer to 
the cells it works for arbitrary positions of the general. 
The neighborhood is orthogonal, i.e. each ceil is connected to the two vertical 
and the two horizontal neighbors. 
3.2. General description of the algorithm 
The algorithm can be thought of as working in two phases (although there might 
be a time overlap). The first phase identifies the cells in the middle row(s) 
(column(s)), the border cells, as we13 as those rows and columns at l, f, g, . . . 
distance from the middle row(s) (column(s)) to the border using a one-dimensional 
fssp algorithm in each column and row. 
The second phase starts at the cells of the middle row(s) and cohn~~n(s). It consists 
of fssp algorithms which use the information of the first phase to finish in the time 
a signal needs to reach the border from the middle. At least in one of them (middle 
row(s) or middle column(s)) the second phase is started simultaneously and leads 
so to the synchronization of the whole array. 
3.3. The first phase 
3.3.1. Marking the middle and the ends of the lines 
The general (cell in state (m, m, k, I:, hv)) starts one-dimensional fssp algorithms 
subsequently in all rows and columns of the array: 
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The statusword (fifth component) determines the way of cslculation of the next 
state for a cell. En the beginning case (all statuswords are hli) a cell determines its 
next state as folJotV9: 
The new v.alue of the first compoilent is looked up in the table G? the one- 
dimensional fssp algorithm (Table 1) using as neighbors t’h,e first components of 
the two horizonlal neighbors. Analogously the new value of the second component 
is determined using the table with the second components of the two vertical 
neighbors as neighbors. 
There is one exception: If the procedure described above would produce z for 
the first component, the first C-component of a vertical neighbor is k, and the 
second component of the same neighbor is m, then m is the result for the first 
component, and the first C-component becomes k. Analogously m is the result for 
thit: second A- and k for the second C-component when the above procedure 
detivers z for the A-component, the second C-component of a horizontal neighbor 
is k, and its first component is m. This way the original fssp algorithms initialize 
on the way to the border at each step fssp algorithms perpendicular to their own 
direction. 
The k in the C-component disappears in the next step (usually becomes n). 
In the special case of either m = 1 or n = 1 (degenerated two-dim array) instead 
of m the corresponding A-component becomes f (initialize is equal to fire), and 
the C-component becomes c (it marks the center line). “line” is used for “column” 
or “rowY 
The procedure just described initializes a one-dim fssp algorithm in every line 
at distant* d from the general at time d. 
Where the k-signal of the C-components reaches the end of a line, it is sent back 
towards bile middle. The C-component of the border -cell changes !Crom k into e. 
The e is Glen spread out along the border, so that finally the first C-component of 
every cell at the ends of a row and the second C-components of the cells at the 
ends of a column have the value e. An exceptson is the case of ~2 rows or columns 
where these C-components change into c. 
The first k-signal in each line which hits the position of the general is eliminated, 
while its accompanying a-signal in the A-componeint changes into a b- or d-signal 
(see Section 2). 
When this b-id-)signal hits the other a-signal which i!s still accompanied by a k, 
the middle of a line has been found, and the corresponding C-component of the 
middle cell(s) becomes c. (In the case of an even length* of the line there are two 
middle ce 11s.) 
This c now spreads out perpendicular to its line. In the ::nd the first C-components 
of the middle column(s) and the second C-components of the middle row(s) have 
value c. Obviously the c-marking occurs at the same tirr:.s tep as the one-dim fssp 
algorithm of the line determines the middle. 
Let us now determine the time Tr(i) it takes for a cell ci,i of a middle row i until 
:ts second C-component becomes c (division is always integer division): 
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As is easily seen i =$(m+l)or i=$m+l. 
Tr(j) is the sum of the time it takes to mark the middle cell(s) of the column s 
where the general is - Tr(s) - plus the time needed until the c-signal reaches ci.1 
from there which is 1s -iI. 
Tr(s)=m-r+$z, if m>l 
(m --t steps from the general to the border and $z steps back to the middle 
regardless whether m is odd or even) 
Tr(s)=l, if m=l. 
It follows 
Tr(j) = 
if m > 1, 
ifm=l. 
(3.3.1.1) 
Analogously it follows for Tc(i), the time needed to c-mark the first C-component 
of a cell ci,i of the middle column(s) j, with j = $(n + 1) or j = &Z + 1: 
Tc(i) = 
if n > 1, 
ifn=l. 
(3.3.1.2) 
3.3.2. u- and v-marking 
The one-dim fssp algorithms continue in the columns and rows. The a-signals 
which are now sent from the middle cells to the border are accompanied in their 
corresponding C-components by j-signals. The j-signals are followed by i-signals. 
When an a-signal meets a cell with b in the corresponding component a halving 
point is found. According to the one-dim fssy aI& zorithm the corresponding A- 
component of this b-cell will change into g, and if an even number has been divided, 
also the cell with the a-signal changes its corresponding A-component into g. To 
remember this halving point later the corresponding C-component of the b-cell 
becomes u, and if an even number has been divided the corresponding C-component 
of the a-cell becomes v (this is called u- and v-marking resp.). 
From this halving point the a-signal continues and is reflected. Its accompanying 
j-signal continues but is not reflected, The reflection is prevented by the following 
i-signal. 
In this way the combination of a- and j-signal marks all further halving points 
on its way to the border, thus achieving the marking of the points at i, +, g, . . . 
distance from the middle to the border. The last cell to become u-marked is the 
direct neighbor of the border cell. 
The fir .t phase of the algorithm is then finished in this line, and in the next time 
step all corresponding A-components of the line change into fi 
Let us now calculate the time needed until ,a column j or a row i fire. These 
times are denoted with Fc( j) and Fr(i) respectively. They are determined by adding 
to the time until the one-dim fssp algorithm is initialized in the column or the row, 
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r-ii! respectively, the time for these algorithms themselves, which is 
2.~2 - I- 1 for the columns and 2n -s - 1 for the rows (see Section 2). 
So 
f;c(i)=I~-jl+2m--r-l (3.3.2.1) 
and 
, Fr(i)=lr-4+2fi -s-l. (3.3.2.2) 
For tkre special case of wt = 1, Fe(s) = 1 (analogous: if n = 1, it follows Fr(r) = 1). 
3.4. The second phuse 
3.4. I, Starting of the second phase 
The second phase consists of one-dim fssp algorithms which are started from the 
center cell towards both borders. The algorithms in at least one direction (vertical 
or horizontal) are aSl started at the same time and so synchronize the whole array. 
The main i&gger for the second phase to start is the firing of the center row(s) 
respectively column(s), i.e. the finishing of the first phase fssp algorithm. The 
GWGzing of the second phase fssp algorithm is done by changing the corresponding 
A-component of the center cells into g (instead off) and changing the corresponding 
letter of the statusword (the first letter h into v if the first component fires, or the 
second letter v into h if the second component fires). The direction of the second 
phase fssp algorithms is perpendicular to the just finished first phase fssp algorithms. 
This initialization is delayed by one time unit, if there are two center rows 
(a&rmns), in the row (column) which fires first, thus assuring that the fssp algorithms 
ars started at the same time in both directions. 
Of course only those cells that are already c-marked or are being c-marked know. 
that they are center cells and initialize the second phase fssp algurithms. Cells 
which Ibecome c-marked after firing will them start the second phase. 
A center cell can always decide whether one of its neighbors is also a center cell. 
If it is already c-marked also the other center cell would be c-marked because 
c-marking occurs at the same time for both center cells (see Section 3.3.1). If the 
center cell is being c-marked at the time of firing, the configuration of the A- 
components of its neighbors tell whether an odd or even number of cells is being 
halved. This is a property of the transition function for the one-dim fssp algorithm 
of Table 1 as one can easily verify. 
If the length of the line is ~2 to initialize: a new fssp algorithm is eqlual to firing 
immediately. The center cells are in this case also border cells. 
If at the time of synchronization of the middle line(s) all these cells are c-marked 
or just being c-marked, the second phase fssp algorithms are all started at the same 
time. In the following it will be shown that this is indeed the case for the center 
column(s) or center row(s). For this we have to compare the time until the last cell 
of a line is c-marked with the time of its synchronization, 
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The center row with the largest distance to the general fires last. According to 
the constraints for r this row is #rn + 1, whether nt is odd or even. With (3.3.2.2): 
F&m + 1) = Ir-$rn -1/+2n-s-1=2n+$m-r-s. (3.4.1.1) 
AnalogousIy the firing time of the column with the largest distance to the genera! 
$n + 1 is according to (3.3.2.1): 
Ec($n+l)=Is-in-1)+2m-r-1=2m+$n-r-s. (3.4J.2) 
The cell &m + 1, n) is the last cell of the middle row(s) and the cell (m, $z + 1) 
is the last cell of the middle column(s) to be c-marked, because of largest distance 
to the gene]-al. The times needed for this are (with (3.3.1.1) and (3 3.1.2)): 
Tr(n)=m+gm-r+Is-nI=m+$m+n-r-s, ifm>l, (3.4.1.3.1) 
Tr(n)=n+l-s, ifm=l, 
Tc(m)=n+$n-t-m-r-s, 
Tc(m)=m+l-r, ifn=l 
(3.4.1.3.2) 
ifn>l, (3.4.1.4.1) 
(3.4.1.4.2) . 
It has to be shown that Tc(m) 6 Fc($n + 1) or Tr(n) s Fr($m + 1). 
Case 1.1.. 1Cm Sn: 
(3.4.1.3.1) 
Tr(n) = 
(3.4.1.1) 
m+$m+n-r-s<n-I-+m+n-r-s = Fr(tm + 1). 
Case 1.2. l=m<n: 
(3.4.1.3.2) 
Tr(n) = n-I-l-sSn+l-s-kn-2Q.m 
(r=l) 
= 2&m-r-s (3*4z’1) F&m + 1). 
Case 2. 1 S n S m > 1: analogously follows 
Tc(m) G Fc($z i- 1) 
In Case 1 all cells of tlhe middle row(s) start the second phase at the same time, 
and in Case 2 all cells of the middle column(s) do so. 
3.4.2. The second phase fssp algorithm 
The starting of the seczond phase fssp algorithms from the center ceils changed 
the statuswords. An a-signal of the first A-component is now going in vertical 
direction. The C-components remain unchanged now until the final step of S!M- 
chronization when they all change into n. 
The second phase fssy algorithms proceed like usual one-dim fssp algorithms 
with general at one end of the line. The other end of the line is determined by the 
first encountered cell which is u- or u-marked in the corresponding C-component. 
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Instead of quiescent cells ahead of the a-signal (cells with corresponding A- 
component z) there are cells whose corresponding A-components are still in the 
firing state f, or are just changing into f. Because they contain still the old statusword 
they are recognized by the second phase fssp algorithm as being in quiescent state. 
These cell-, assume the a-signal, and change their statusword at the same time 
accordingly. As soon as the u-signal reaches an u- or z+marked cell, it interprets 
this cell as a border cell, i.e. the A-component of this cell changes into g and 
reflects the a-signal. A v-cell first takes over the a, and then changes it into g thus 
delaying the process by one unit. A u-cell changes its A-component into g as soon 
25% an a-signal reaches it. 
Tht u-cell is then the general for a new starting fssp algorithm towards the next 
u- or u-cell. Because of the construction process of the u- and u-cells this new fssp 
algorithm works on a line which is only half as long as. the previous one. So both 
fssp aigorithms finish at the same time, as it will be shown later. 
Let us now look at the details of the second phase fssp algorithms. “New 
statusword” means when talking about the first A-component he letter 9” as first 
letter in the fifth component, and the letter “h” as second letter in the statusword 
when talking about the second A-component. 
The first celJs to change their statusword are - as already describe:d - the center 
cells, If for example the cells of the center row(s) have initialized their second phase 
fssp algorithms they got the new statusword, which tells that the first A-component 
is now relevant only in vertical direction. Neighbor cells on the next row to a cell 
with a new statusword have already finished or are finishing the first phase, and 
realize that they are now in direction of a vertical fssp algorithm in their first 
component. Thicy also change their statusword and calculate the new value of their 
component according to the table of the fssp algorithm where their corresponding 
C-component (the second) determines what values for neighbors and for olvn 
state they takhi: for using this transition function. Also just being determined 
C-compontints are used. The first neighbor is if not otherwise stated the first 
A-comporscnt bof the neighbor with the new statusword. 
Case I (self with old statusword, one vertical neighbor with new statusword) 
1.1, Ccomponent is not u and not e 
own state: 2 
second neighbor: z 
1.2. C-component is u 
own state: 2 
second neighbor: * 
1.3. C-component is e 
new value: f 
Case 2 (self and one vertical neighbor with new statusword) 
2.1 C-component is rz 
own state: own first A-component 
second neighbor: s 
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2.2. C-component is v 
new value: g 
2.3. C-component is u or c 
2.3.1. vertical neighbor cell with old statusword has C-component # e 
own state: own first A-component 
second neighbor: 2 
2.3.2. vertical neighbor cell with old statusword has C-component e 
new value: f 
Case 3 (center cell with new statusword and two vertical neighbors with old one) 
new value: g 
Case 4 (self and both vertical neighbors have new statusword) 
own state: own first A-component 
neighbors: the first A-components of the vertical neighbors 
The algorithm works accordingly for the second phase horizontal fssp algorithms 
in the second component. 
Case 2.2 treats the already mentioned elay for a part-line with an even number 
of cells. The usual fssp algorithm would have changed the state of the border cell 
(the v-cell) into g as soon as the a-signal approaches. Here it first takes the a and 
one step later it changes into g. The synchronization of this part-line works 
nevertheless, because no additional r-signal is sent, so that the returning a-signal 
finds the b-cells at the right place. The information whether the line length was 
odd or even is also carried back correctly by tl e a-signal as one can see by looking 
at the examples: 
(1) *zap... (2) * zap . . . (3) *tar... (4) *zar. . . 
* grp . . I. *arp... *gpqa... *apqr._. 
*gar... *gqr... * aazqr.. . * gpzqr.. . 
*gaqr... *gza . . . a: aazz . . . 
*gza... 
The examples how an appearing a-signal at the left end of a line. Example 1 and 
3 (3 and 4 time steps) show the ordinary fssp algorithm, exalmple 2 and 4 show 
the by one time unit delayed fssp algorithm (4 and 5 time steps). The only difference 
between 1 and 2 is that in 2 an irrelevant q is between the returning a- and r-signal, 
and between 3 and 4 the only difference is one more z between the a- and 
(r, q)-aignal. 
It will now be shown that all fssp algorithms of one line finish at the same time. 
Lemma I. Let p be the position (counted from the closest border) of a u- or c-cell 
which starts an fssp algorithm at the time t. The firing time is then 
F(p, t)=t+p-I. 
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);~loof, The next u-cell is at half distance towards the border which? is $( p + l), 
whether p io odd or even. 
If p is odd the u-11 is included in the line, so the number of cells, of this fssp is 
P+l+l=2P-P+1++P-1 f 1,p+1. 
P-7j-- 2 2 2 l 
So the synchronization time for this line is 
r.+2*9--2=(tp-1 
which proves F( 1p, t) = t + p - 1 for the odd case. 
If p is even, th.e number of cells to be included is (the next u-cell is not included) 
p+l P P ---= 
p 2 p-z=5 
Synchronization time is in this case (considering one time unit delay) 
*+2tip 5-2+l’r+p-1 
which completer; the proof. 
Remzub. If p = 1 the synchronization time is t because it fires already when the 
fssp algorithm is initialized (Case 1.3).: 
If p = 2 (u-cell is neighbor of border cell) it fires at the first step (Case 2.3.2). 
Theorem 1. All second phase fssp algorithms of one line finish at the same time. 
Proof. .An fssp algorithm at a cell p (counted from the closest border) is started, 
when the a-signal from the center cell reaches it. Let pC be the number of the 
center cell and tc be the starting time of the fssp algorithm in the center. 
The fssp algorithm at cell p is then started at time 
b = tc,+pc-p ! 
and the process finishes according to 5 1L emma 1 at 
F(p,Q=p+t,-l=p+p,-ip+te-l=pc+tc-1. 
Be#ause p was arbitrary, it follows that all fssp algorithms finish at the same time. 
Theorem 2. The whole anay fires at .‘ime 
I 
m+n+max(m, n)--r--s-$ 
i 
roof. Let us assume m G n. SD the second phase fssp algorithms in vertical direction 
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arle: simultaneously started in the center row(s) at time (see (3.4.1.1 i)
the position of the center cells of the middle row(s) is 
pc=$(m+l). 
SO the time until the whole array changes its first A-component into F is 
(Lemma 1) 
t,+p,-l=2n+$m-r-s-&n-+4)-1=2n+m-r-s-l. 
It still has to be shown that by this time also the: second A-components have value 
f or are changing into f at that time step. The changing of the first A-component 
into f will then be a change into the state (f, f, n, n, vh), the firing state. 
The last cell of the middle column gets its c-mark in the first C-component at 
the time (3.4.1.4.1): 
Tc(m)=m+n+$n-r-s 
so tC =Tc(m). With pC = $(n + 1) it follows that the synchronization of this row is 
accomplished at time 
p,+t,-l=m+n+$n+~(n-+l)-r-s-l.=m t-tn-r-s-l. 
So no second A-component of a cell changes later than the first A-components 
into f. 
For the case n s m w(: get analogously for the firing time 
2m+n-r-s-l 
so in any case the array fires after 
m+n+max(m,n)-r-s-1 
time steps. 
Remark. The two-dim algorithm has been programmed in SICELA and checked 
for all cases with array size smaller than 25 x 25 and random&r chosen cases of 
array sizes smaller than 40 x 40. 
4. Generalization to n-dimensional rectangles 
In this paragraph, it will be outlined how a similar algorithm as presented in the 
previous section for the two-dim case will work for the n-dim case. 
4.1. The state space 
The state space is extended to 
A”‘xC”xS, 
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where 
St, := (1,2,. . . , n)“. 
There is one A-component, one C-component,, and one component of the status- 
ord for each dimension analogous to the 2-dim case. Instead of the letters h and 
v the statusword contains numbers assuming that the n base vectors of the n-dim 
space are ordered in some way. If the jth component of the statusword of a cell 
has value i, it means that its jth A-component is involved in an fssp algorithm in 
irection of the ith base vector. 
e array size is denoted by ml x ~22 x l l . x m,, and the position of the general 
is now (fl, r2 , . . . ,, I;,). Without 10~s of generality it is assumed that ri G $(mi + 1) for 
i=l,Z!,...tn. 
The quiescent staie is (2, 2, . . . , 2, n, n, . . . , n, (1,2, . . . , n)). 
The general is in state (m, m, . . . ., m, k, k, . . . , k, (1,2, . . . , n )). 
Thefiringstateis(f&..,f,n,n ,,..., n,(n,1,2 ,...., n-l)). 
The general starts one-dim fssp algorithm% in all n directions ending out a- and 
k-signals in the appropriate A- and C-components. At each step each (a, k)-signal 
starts n - 1 fssp algorithms orthogonal to its direction (like in the two-dim case) in 
the corresponding com.ponents. Each of this aew a-signals tart n - 2 fssp algorithms 
at each step orthogonal to its direction and the direction of the previous fssp and 
so on. These first phase fssp-algorithm do the c-, e-, U-, and u-marking for the 
whole array. 
Whenever a line in direction i which is a s..:nter line for the direction i + 1 (mod n) 
fixs, these center cells start (analogous to the two-dim case with a possible delay) 
a second phase fssp in direction i + 1 (mod n) in the ith component. 
After a second phase fssp algorithm in direction j finishes in center cells of the 
direction j + 1 (mod n), it starts in the same component a new second phase fssp 
algorithm in direction j + 1 (mod n), and so on. In total there will be 1 first phase 
and rz - 1 second phase fssp algorithms in each A-component. 
The claim is that this process will eventually lead to synchronization of the whole 
array after 
(m 17rl)+(m2-r2)+* l l +(m,-r,)+ max (mi)-1 IS_iSn 
steps. 
Proof. Let j ~(1~2,. . . , n) so that 
mjami foralIiE{1,2 ,..., n}. 
Similar to the two-dim case (3.4.1) all c-markers are set or being set when the first 
phase fssp algorithm in the jth components fires in a center line of direction j + 1 
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(mod n). So all second phase fssp algorithms initialized by it start simultaneously, 
and synchronize atwo-dim array. When the array in the center cells of the direction 
j+2 (mod n) fires, it starts simultaneously second phase fssp algorithms in this 
direction, thus synchronizing a3-dim array, and so on until finally the second phase 
fssp algorithm in direction j - 1 (mod n) synchronizes the whole array. 
A second phase fssp algorithm in direction i needs (compare to Theorem I) 
$(mi - 1) time steps. The first phase fssp algorithm needs 2mj -rj - 1 time steps and 
is started in the appropriate line after 
(Pl -d+tp2-r2)+* l l +(Pj-l-rj-l)+(Pj+l-rj+l)+’ ’ l +(Pt* -rr~) 
time steps, where 
Pi :=$(mi+l) foriE{l,2,...,n} 
(compare with (3.4.1.1) and (3.4.1.2)). 
Adding all these times delivers the claim. 
5. Proof of the time optimality 
This proof uses a technique well known for proving time optimality of fssp 
algorithms. 
Theorem 3. An n-dimensional rectangle of size ml x m2 x 9 9 l x m, with the general 
at position (tl, r2, . . . , r, ), orthogoigal neighborhood, and the constraints 
riS$(mi+I) foralliE(I,2,...,n) (1) 
cannot be synchronized before 
t (in1 min = -rl)+(mz--r2)+* l l +(& -rn)+,lll?iln (mi)- 1 11 
time steps. 
Constraint (1) is no real constraint because given an array and a general position 
we define as cell (1, 1, . . . , 1) the cell in the corner closest o the general and define 
the coordinate system accordingly. The transition function of cellular automata is 
independent of the chosen coordinate system. 
Proof. Let jc{l, 2,. . . , n} so that nl,j- 7 >rni for all i. Consider the corner cell 
Cj + (ml? m?, . . . ) mj-1, 1, Vnj+l, . o., m,) 
and the border hyperplane 
ffj :={(~~,X2,...,Xj-l,mj,~~j+l,~'.,X,)I1~Xj~mi,iE{1,2,".,n}}' 
A signal initiated by the general and reflected by Hi needs at least tmin time steps 
to reach ci. If the array would fire before tmin, cj would lire independently from the 
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cxisternce of I&. Because the transition function is deterministic, Cj would still fire 
at the same time if the array would be extended to the size 
mlXm+- l Xmj-1xrj+t,i,Xmj*lX”‘Xm, 
but the hyperplan,e 
Hj := {(Xl, x2, . . . , Xi-19 rj + fmirl, Xj+_1, . . . , X,) 1 I s Xi c mi, i E {1,2, . . . 3 n)}} 
would still be in quiescent state, because no signal of the general could have reached 
1t, 
For stimulating discussions about the fssp in special and cellular automata in 
genrerat as welf as for his encouragement to write this article I appreciate to be 
able to thank Prof. Roland Vollmar here. 
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